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We consider the problem of scheduling a sequence of packets over a linear network,
where every packet has a source and a target, as well as a release time and a deadline
by which it must arrive at its target. The model we consider is bufferless, where packets
are not allowed to be buffered in nodes along their paths other than at their source. This
model applies to optical networks where opto-electronic conversion is costly, and packets
mostly travel through bufferless hops. The oﬄine version of this problem was previously
studied in M. Adler et al. (2002) [3]. In this paper we study the online version of the
problem, where we are required to schedule the packets without knowledge of future
packet arrivals. We use competitive analysis to evaluate the performance of our algorithms.
We present the ﬁrst online algorithms for several versions of the problem. For the problem
of throughput maximization, where all packets have uniform weights, we give an algorithm
with a logarithmic competitive ratio, and present some lower bounds. For other weight
functions, we show algorithms that achieve optimal competitive ratios.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
As technology advances, communication networks are constantly going through rapid change. The classic best-effort
mechanisms are given up in favor of networks that are able to provide Quality-of-Service (QoS) guarantees. The growing
use of multimedia applications motivate this transition. Such applications involve continuous transmission of data, which
requires some guarantees as to its arrival time, bandwidth allocation etc. [10].
It is often the case that the overall number of packets destined to be transmitted through the network exceeds the
network’s capacity. In such cases, packets are either delayed or dropped. When considering streaming video or audio data,
there is very little point in delaying such packets more than some predetermined period of time. Take, for example, a home
user listening to the radio over the Internet. We can model such a transmission by considering every packet to have a
certain deadline by which it must arrive at its destination. In such a setting, having the packet arrive after its deadline is of
no use.
Real life applications vary in importance and value as well, thus rendering some packets more important than others.
Consider, for example, the case of MPEG encoding, where some packets are more important than others when reconstructing
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J. Naor et al. / Journal of Discrete Algorithms 8 (2010) 346–355 347the image at the target. This situation makes it vital to decide which packets to schedule at any given time, such that the
decision will eventually result in a “best” possible set of packets, which are all delivered by their deadline.
When considering such packets with their corresponding deadlines, one would want to take into account both the
packet’s importance as well as its deadline when trying to determine which packet to route ﬁrst. Additionally, packets can
have different values, according to the end user’s willingness to pay for an improved quality of service. In such a scenario,
delivering valuable packets on time would mean more proﬁt for the service provider, which should naturally be maximized.
Such values could be “ﬂat-rate”, i.e., the case where all packets have the same value, or could depend on various other
aspects. One very common choice for packets’ values is to have them proportional to the amount of resources the packet
consumes, e.g., the length of the path it traverses (see, e.g., [7]). Time-constrained traﬃc is also the common case in real-
time applications, such as avionics, industrial process control, and automated manufacturing, which necessitate coping with
time constrained communication in interconnection networks [12].
In this paper we consider the problem of online scheduling a sequence of packets, each with a deadline constraint. The
model underlying our work is a bufferless scheduling environment. In this model, a packet can only be stored at its source,
and cannot be buffered in any node along its path. Once a packet has left its source, it must move along its designated
path without interruptions or delays, until arriving at its destination. Any interruption or delay causes the packet to be
dropped. This model is the common setting in optical networks, where trying to buffer packets in nodes along the path
requires opto-electronic conversion of the signal, a prohibitively costly operation. This is the case in Wavelength Division
Multiplexing (WDM) networks, where a packet is assigned a wavelength along which it is supposed to be transmitted
throughout its path.
We restrict our attention to speciﬁc network topologies such as the line and the ring. The results of [2] motivate this
focus, since under common complexity assumptions, for arbitrary graphs, no reasonable approximation can be obtained in
polynomial time. Moreover, focusing on simple network topologies like the line topology or the ring topology is motivated
by considering electro-optical interconnection networks. In such networks, we might have a packet’s path go through sev-
eral long bufferless hops with very few nexus points, each enabling the expensive optical-electric conversion. This occurs
for example in a mesh network topology, employing a dimension-order routing policy. In such a case we can use a buffer-
less strategy along rows and columns, and perform a conversion to change dimensions (see [12]). Another advantage in
considering simple topologies is the fact that they usually adhere to simple routing-path selection. In cases of less regularly
structured networks, it is often the case that packets are routed along subnetworks of such simple topologies.
1.1. Our results
We present the ﬁrst online algorithm for bufferless scheduling of packets with deadline constraints in a linear network
topology. Our goal is to maximize the total weight of packets delivered by their deadlines. A packet p contributes its weight
to the overall weight gained by the algorithm only if it arrives at its target node by its deadline. We can further show that
these results extend to a ring network topology.
We present results for several special cases of the problem, determined by the weights given to the packets. In the
Throughput Maximization problem the packets have uniform weights, i.e., for every packet p, its weight is equal to some
constant w , where without loss of generality w = 1, and thus our goal is to maximize the number of packets scheduled
successfully. In the Maximum Network Utilization problem the weight of each packet is deﬁned to be its path length. The
optimization problem in this case can be considered as trying to maximize the utilization of the network over time, where
only packets scheduled successfully contribute to the network utilization. We further present results for the general case of
arbitrary weights.
We analyze the performance of our online algorithm using competitive analysis (see [13,6]), which compares the sched-
ule produced by the algorithm to the optimal schedule produced by an algorithm with full knowledge of future incoming
packets. This approach is robust in the sense that it makes no assumptions on the arrival sequence of packets. We assume
that the algorithm has no knowledge about any packet until the packet is released at its source, at which point the al-
gorithm learns its source, target, and deadline. A deterministic online algorithm for a maximization problem is said to be
c-competitive if the ratio between its performance and the performance of an optimal schedule is at least 1/c, for every
possible request sequence.
In Section 2 we present an O (min {logα, R})-competitive algorithm for the throughput maximization problem, where α
is the ratio between the length of the longest path of a packet in the input sequence and the length of the shortest path,
and R is the number of different path lengths appearing in the sequence. This reduces to an O (logn)-competitive algorithm
in the worst setting. Unlike the results of [9] and [8] for task scheduling on a single machine, our algorithm need not know
the value of the parameter α beforehand. We give an example exhibiting our analysis to be tight up to a constant factor.
We additionally show that no deterministic algorithm for the problem can achieve a competitive ratio better than 2.
In Section 3 we give a constant competitive algorithm for the problem of maximizing network utilization. This algorithm
is an adaptation to our model of an algorithm given in [7]. We further derive an O (β)-competitive algorithm for arbitrary
weights where β is the maximum ratio between any two packets’ weight-to-length ratio. Due to the results of [5], this is
the best possible, up to a constant factor.
In Section 4 we show how our results can be applied to a ring network topology.
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The oﬄine version of our problem in the linear network topology was ﬁrst considered by Adler et al. in [3]. They
restricted their attention to the problem of throughput maximization and showed that it is NP-hard, and further provided
a 2-approximation algorithm for the problem. Another model considered in [3] is the buffered model, where packets are
allowed to be stored in a buffer of any node along their path. Adler et al. showed that allowing the packets to be buffered
along their paths can increase the throughput by at most an O (logγ ) factor, relative to the throughput obtained by a
bufferless schedule, where γ is the minimum among the network size, the number of packets in the instance and the
maximum slack a packet has.2 Adler et al. devised a distributed online algorithm for the buffered case, which mimics the
approximation algorithm given for the buffereless case. An extension of these results was later given by Adler et al. in [2],
where they present algorithms for several versions of the time constrained scheduling problem, all in an oﬄine setting.
They ﬁrst describe a 2-approximation algorithm for the bufferless case in a linear network, where packets are allowed to
have arbitrary weights. They further consider the case where the underlying network topology is a tree or a mesh in the
bufferless setting. For this problem they present constant-approximation algorithms for both the throughput maximization
problem as well as for arbitrary weights. For the buffered case in the tree and mesh topologies, they devise an algorithm
based on the algorithm for the bufferless case, with a logarithmic approximation guarantee.
The hardness results appearing in [2] motivate the focus on particular network topologies as they show that for any
ε > 0, there is no k1−ε-approximation algorithm for the problem in general networks, unless NP = ZPP, where k is the
number of packets in the instance. This hardness result is based on the hardness of max-independent-set, and it holds even
if the underlying topology is either a directed acyclic graph or a planar graph.
The only result regarding the online version of the problem is given in [2], where they show that no deterministic online
algorithm can achieve a competitive ratio better than Ω(logn) when the underlying graph is a tree, in both the bufferless
and the buffered settings, where n denotes the size of the network. One can compare this result with our upper bound for
the linear network topology, which is guaranteed to be O (logn)-competitive.
Our problem is closely related to interval scheduling problems and other call control models, e.g., [7], [11], and [1].
In the online interval scheduling problem we are given a sequence of intervals to schedule on a line segment. In some
cases the problem can be solved in polynomial time, e.g., the case where the intervals are given in non-decreasing order of
their left end-point, all having uniform weights, and preemption is allowed. In other cases however there are lower bounds
on the attainable competitive ratio of any online algorithm, e.g., the case where the weight of an interval is deﬁned to
be its length, even in a randomized setting [11], and the case where intervals have uniform weights in a deterministic
setting [7]. These lower bounds apply to non-preemptive scheduling of the intervals. Our model however is not reducible in
the general case to either of these. The main difference between our model and the ones mentioned above is the concept
of time, which introduces further constraints on the scheduling problem. Further results related to our problem involve
multiple bin-packing, dealt with in the context of call admission control and wavelength division multiplexing in optical
networks [4], which were later adapted to the case where calls are allowed to be preempted [1].
Some results regarding online task scheduling on a single machine, where each job must terminate by a certain deadline,
are also related to our problem. Baruah et al. show in [5] that when packets may have arbitrary weights, no deterministic
online algorithm can achieve a competitive ratio better than Ω(β), where β is the ratio between the largest and the
smallest weight-to-length ratio of the packets in the instance. In [9] Koren and Shasha present an online algorithm for the
problem, whose guarantee is exactly that of the lower bound in [5]. Their algorithm need know the value of β in advance.
A guarantee based on a different parameter is given by Garay et al. in [8] for the problem of throughput maximization. They
present an algorithm that is guaranteed to be O (1/κ)-competitive, where κ is the minimum ratio between the slack and
the processing time of all jobs in the request sequence. In this case as well, the algorithm has to be given the value of κ in
advance.
1.3. The network model
Our main results will be described for the linear network. We model our problem by a digraph G = (V , E), where
V = {1, . . . ,n}, and E = {(i, i + 1) | 1 i  n − 1}. An instance comprises additionally of a set of packets that are to be
routed through the network. Each packet p is speciﬁed by a tuple (sp, tp, rp,dp,wp), where sp and tp denote the source
and target nodes respectively, rp is the packet’s release time, i.e., the time at which the packet is available for routing,
dp denotes the packet’s deadline, and wp is the packet’s weight. We denote by |p| = tp − sp the length of packet p. The
algorithm learns of packet p in time rp . The above deﬁnitions make it natural to consider the slack each packet has, also
known as laxity, deﬁned by (p) = dp − rp − |p|. The slack of packet p captures the notion of the maximum amount of time
a packet can wait at its source node if it is to arrive at its target node by its deadline. We denote by t(p) = dp − t − |p|
the residual slack of packet p in time t . A packet can be scheduled to leave its source at any time t for which t(p) 0. We
consider a synchronous model, where at each time step at most one packet can be transmitted on any edge, and we focus
our attention on the bufferless case. We make no restriction on the amount of storage available at any node. We further
2 For the deﬁnition of slack, see Section 1.3.
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assume packets can be preempted but cannot be rescheduled. Preemption means that a packet on route to its destination
can be stopped, in which case it is dropped and cannot be rescheduled, even if its residual slack allows it. Every packet
arriving at its destination by its deadline contributes its weight to the overall weight obtained, and is considered successfully
scheduled. Every other packet contributes 0 to the overall obtained weight. The goal is to maximize the weight obtained.
1.4. Terminology
We follow the geometric representation introduced in [3]. We deﬁne the concept of waves upon which we “mount” the
packets to be scheduled. Consider a two-dimensional array whose X-axis represents the linear network, numbered 1, . . . ,n
to designate the network nodes, and its Y -axis represents time, numbered 1,2, . . . to designate discrete time steps. Given a
packet p that was presented at time rp with slack (p), in order for it to arrive at its destination by its deadline, it must
be sent from its source at some time t ∈ {rp, . . . , rp + (p)}. Every such scheduling of p starting at t can be geometrically
viewed as packing an interval of length |p| on a SW-NE line starting at point (sp, t) and ending in (tp, t + |p|). We call each
such SW-NE line a wave. Every such wave represents the network resources used over time. Each packet has a set of eligible
waves, deﬁned according to the packet’s parameters, where a packet can be mounted on any of its eligible waves. Fig. 1
shows an example of the waves eligible for a packet p for which (p) = 4, and the location in which it can be mounted in
every one of them. For each packet p, we consider the waves eligible for packet p as ordered from earliest (crossing point
(sp, rp)) to latest (crossing point (sp, rp + (p))). A feasible schedule solution is a packing of the packets upon the waves,
such that on any wave no two packets intersect, and every packet is scheduled on at most one wave. Consider for example
an instance where all packets have zero slack. In this case, every packet has only one eligible wave. We therefore seek to
compute a maximum-independent set, in an online fashion, for each wave independently. Since preemption is allowed, for
such instances this can be done optimally (in the case of uniform weights). To see this notice that when focusing on a single
wave, the packets corresponding to this wave are given in increasing order of their left end-point. This is due to the fact
that packet p is introduced in time rp . We can therefore preempt a currently scheduled packet q on the wave in favor of
a packet p for which tp < tq . This mimics exactly the behavior of an oﬄine algorithm for ﬁnding a maximum independent
set in an interval graph in these settings, which ﬁnds an optimal solution. If we allow packets to have positive slack, the
plot thickens, as demonstrated in Section 2.1.
In what follows we will use the following notation. Let M = maxp |p| and let m = minp |p|. We let α denote the ratio
M/m and R is the number of different packet lengths appearing in the input. Deﬁne the density of packet p to be ρ(p) =
wp/|p|. Denote by ρmin = minp ρ(p), ρmax = maxp ρ(p) and let β = ρmax/ρmin.
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We ﬁrst consider the case where for every packet p, wp = w for some constant w . Without loss of generality we assume
w = 1, and thus our goal is to maximize the number of packets scheduled.
2.1. Online bufferless lower bound
Theorem 1. No deterministic online algorithm can achieve a competitive-ratio better than 2. This holds even if rescheduling is allowed.
Proof. Consider a linear network with 4 nodes {v1, . . . , v4}. We now describe an adversary. The adversary releases at time 0
a packet p with slack = 1, going from v1 to v4. If the algorithm schedules it on its ﬁrst wave (i.e., it starts moving at t = 0),
then the adversary releases at time t = 2 a packet q with zero slack, going from v3 to v4. If, on the other hand, the algorithm
schedules p on its second wave (i.e., it starts moving at t = 1), then the adversary releases at time t = 2 a packet q with
zero slack, going from v2 to v3. In either case, the algorithm can deliver at most one of the two packets, while an optimal
solution delivers both. Notice that in both cases, if the algorithm preempts p in favor of q, then it cannot reschedule p on
any other wave, because at the time of preemption p has a negative residual slack, i.e., it can no longer reach its target node
by its deadline. We can repeat this procedure an arbitrary number of times, thus ensuring no deterministic online algorithm
can achieve a competitive ratio better than 2. 
2.2. Online bufferless upper bound
2.2.1. A simple randomized strategy
A simple greedy strategy can be used to devise a randomized O (logn)-competitive non-preemptive algorithm for the
problem. Consider a new packet just arrived. If it can be scheduled (considering the previously scheduled packets) on
any wave, then schedule it. Otherwise, discard it. Since this algorithm is (α + 1)-competitive when considered on any
single wave, using the multiple-bin packing methodology appearing in [4], it follows that the above algorithm is (α + 2)-
competitive for our problem. We now introduce randomization: Consider a partition of the packets into O (logn) classes
according to their length, where class i consists of all packets whose length falls in the interval (2i,2i+1], and we have
i = 0, . . . , logn − 1. Pick uniformly at random a class i, and use the greedy strategy described above to schedule only
packets from class i. Denote by αi the ratio between the maximum length to the minimum length of packets in class i.
Since for every i we have αi  2, using linearity of expectation, we conclude that the above randomized non-preemptive
algorithm is O (logn)-competitive.
2.2.2. The deterministic case
The non-preemptive simple strategy applied above will not do in the deterministic setting. To see this, consider an
input sequence consisting of all zero slack packets. One packet which needs to traverse the entire network, followed by a
sequence of (n − 2) unit-path-length non-intersecting packets, each intersecting the path of the ﬁrst packet on a different
link. It follows that any non-preemptive deterministic algorithm can be Ω(n)-competitive at best. We apply a different
method for the deterministic case to balance between “long” and “short” packets. We analyze in Theorem 2 the competitive
ratio guarantee of our algorithm, which we call MT (see Algorithm 1 below).
Algorithm 1 Algorithm MT.
Given a new packet p just arrived,
1: if there exists a wave c eligible for p such that p doesn’t intersect any currently scheduled packet on c then
2: schedule p on c
3: else
4: let c be the earliest eligible wave for p
5: while c is still eligible for p and p is not yet scheduled do
6: let q be the ﬁrst (i.e., leftmost) packet scheduled on c which intersects p
7: if |p| |q|/2 and tp  tq then
8: replace q by p {p evicts q}
9: end if
10: c ← c + 1
11: end while
12: end if
We say that packet p evicts packet q if the condition in line 7 holds and q is replaced by p. Let us ﬁrst make sure that
the algorithm is well deﬁned, and indeed produces a feasible schedule.
Lemma 1. For any sequence of h packets, MT produces a feasible schedule.
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packets. Let p be the hth packet introduced. If p is scheduled on a wave c such that p doesn’t intersect any currently
scheduled packet on c, then the schedule remains feasible. Otherwise, assume for every wave c eligible for p, there are
scheduled packets intersecting p on c. If p is not scheduled by MT, then clearly the schedule remains feasible. Otherwise,
let c be the wave on which MT schedules p. Let Sp be the set of packets intersecting p on c, and let q ∈ Sp be the ﬁrst
packet (i.e., leftmost packet) which intersects p on c. Since p is scheduled on c, by the condition in line 7 it follows that
tp  tq , hence Sp = {q}, and therefore since q is evicted in favor of p, all the packets intersecting p on c are evicted, which
results in a feasible schedule. 
We now turn to show the competitive ratio guarantee of MT.
Theorem 2. Algorithm MT is an O (min {logα, R})-competitive algorithm, where α is the ratio between the longest and shortest
packets, and R is the number of different packet lengths.
Proof. Let A be the set of packets scheduled by MT and O be the set of packets scheduled by some optimal schedule.
Denote by N the set of packets never scheduled on any wave by MT. We distinguish between two types of packets in O \ A.
Packets scheduled. Consider a packet p ∈ (O \ A) ∩ N . Let c be the wave on which p was scheduled. Packet p was not
successfully sent by A, and therefore was evicted from c by some packet q. Note that this can only happen if the condition of
line 7 is met. Note that q is not necessarily in A either, since q might have been later evicted by a packet q′ . However, notice
that continuing this scenario eventually results in a packet that is successfully sent by A, since the line is of ﬁnite length,
and in every time step we have a ﬁnite number of packets’ arrivals. Denote any such maximal sequence by q1, . . . ,qk , where
q1 is a packet scheduled on c without evicting any other packet, and qk is a packet eventually sent by A. We therefore have,
by the condition of line 7, |qi+1| |qi |/2 for all i = 1, . . . ,k − 1.
Let us map each such p to its corresponding qk . Each p that maps to a speciﬁc qk , is mapped via one of the packets
qi that evicts it. Notice that the proof of Lemma 1 implies that any such qi is responsible for evicting at most one packet
from (O \ A) ∩ N . We therefore have a one-to-one correspondence between packets in (O \ A) ∩ N and packets in any such
maximal sequence. Let us turn to bound the size of each sequence:
m |qk| 2−(k−1)|q1| 2−(k−1)M
which in turn yields
k logα + 1. (1)
It follows that |(O \ A) ∩ N| (k − 1)|A| since for each sequence we have one packet that is eventually sent by A.
Packets never scheduled. Consider a packet p ∈ (O \ A) ∩ N . Packet p was never scheduled because on each wave c eligible
for p the condition of line 7 was not met. This speciﬁcally holds for the wave c on which O schedules p. Let q be the
packet scheduled by A on c speciﬁed by the algorithm in line 6, preventing p from being scheduled on c. We show that
any such q may prevent the schedule of at most 3 packets in (O \ A) ∩ N . There might be at most one packet in (O \ A)∩N
that is rejected by A due to its end point being later than that of the conﬂicting packet q scheduled by A. This is because
O produces a valid schedule, so there is at most one packet using c on any edge, speciﬁcally at most one using the edge
leaving the endpoint of q. Furthermore, notice that such a packet q can be responsible for the rejection of at most 2 packets
in (O \ A) ∩ N that suffer from excess length. This is because all packets in (O \ A) ∩ N are successfully scheduled on c
in the optimal schedule, and therefore do not intersect on c. Since every such packet has length greater than |q|/2, there
can be at most two such packets. It therefore follows that any such q may prevent the schedule of at most 3 packets in
(O \ A) ∩ N . The same maximal sequences identiﬁed in the analysis of the packets in (O \ A) ∩ N occur here. There are at
most k such packets in any such sequence, where each one is “responsible” for the non-scheduling of at most 3 packets. It
follows that |(O \ A) ∩ N| 3k|A|.
We can now conclude the proof of the theorem. The above analysis yields
|O | ∣∣(O \ A) ∩ N∣∣+ ∣∣(O \ A) ∩ N∣∣+ |A|
 (k − 1+ 3k + 1)|A|
= 4k|A|.
Note that by the condition of line 7, any maximal sequence q1, . . . ,qk satisﬁes |q1| > |q2| > · · · > |qk|, hence k R . Combin-
ing this with Eq. (1) gives a competitive ratio of O (min{logα, R}), which completes the proof. 
MT has running time of O (δn) per packet, where δ is the maximal slack of any packet in the sequence, and n is the
network size. Note that MT need not know the values of α or R in advance.
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2.3. A tight example for MT
We now give an example showing that the above analysis is tight, up to a constant factor. I.e., the above algorithm
cannot achieve a performance superior to Ω(logn). Assume that n = 2k and let r = k/2− 1. Deﬁne xi = 12i . We therefore
have xi+1 = xi/2.
We consider two series of packets: P = {p1, p2, . . . , pr} and P ′ = {p′1, p′2, . . . , p′r}, all with zero slack, where each packet
is deﬁned by its release time and its path:
• Packet pi : release time si = n(1− xi) and path [si,n].
• Packet p′i : release time s′i = n(1− xi) + 1+ i and path [s′i, s′i + nxi+1 + 1].
Fig. 2 shows an outline of the above sequence.
Observation. For all i, si < s′i < si+1. The ﬁrst inequality follows from the deﬁnition, whereas the second follows from the
fact that
si+1 − s′i = −nxi+1 + nxi − 1− i
= nxi+1 − 1− i
= 2k−(i+1) − (i + 1) > 0
for all i  k/2− 1 = r.
Lemma 2. For every i, if pi is scheduled by MT at the end of time si , then p′i is rejected by MT.
Proof. Assume pi is currently scheduled by MT. By the previous observation, the next packet in the sequence is p′i . Since
|pi| = nxi = 2nxi+1 < 2(nxi+1 + 1) = 2
∣∣p′i
∣∣,
then by the condition in line 7, p′i is rejected by MT. 
Lemma 3. For every i, if pi is scheduled by MT at the end of time si , then upon the arrival of pi+1 , MT preempts pi and schedules pi+1
instead.
Proof. Assume pi is scheduled by MT at the end of time si . By Lemma 2, p′i , which is the next packet in the sequence, is
rejected. The following packet is pi+1, for which we have |pi | = xi  2xi+1 = 2|pi+1|, and in addition pi+1 doesn’t terminate
after pi . By the condition in line 7, pi is preempted by MT and pi+1 is scheduled in its place. 
Lemma 4.MT ﬁnishes scheduling only one packet from P , while there exists a scheduling that schedules all the packets in P ′ .
Proof. Since MT starts by scheduling p1, then by Lemmas 2 and 3 it ﬁnishes scheduling only pr . On the other hand notice
that we can schedule all the packets in P ′ . Since the end point of p′i is
s′i + nxi+1 + 1 = n(1− xi) + 1+ i + nxi+1 + 1
= n(1− xi+1) + 1+ (i + 1)
= s′i+1,
its path does not intersect with that of p′i+1’s. 
Since |P ′| = Ω(logn), this example shows our analysis is tight up to a constant factor.
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3.1. Maximum network utilization
Assume that every packet p has weight wp = |p|, and recall that our goal is to maximize the sum of the weights of
delivered packets. This setting corresponds to optimizing network utilization. Unlike the case of uniform weights, the idea
here is to prefer longer packets, which give a better utilization of the network. Let φ denote the golden ratio.3 Consider the
following algorithm for the problem, which we call MNU (see Algorithm 2 below).
Algorithm 2 Algorithm MNU.
Given a new packet p just arrived,
1: if there exists a wave c eligible for p such that p doesn’t intersect any currently scheduled packet on c then
2: schedule p on c
3: else
4: let c be the earliest eligible wave for p
5: while c is still eligible for p and p is not yet scheduled do
6: let Sp be the set of packets scheduled on c which intersects p.
7: if |p| φ ·maxq∈Sp |q| then
8: replace Sp by p {p evicts Sp }
9: end if
10: c ← c + 1
11: end while
12: end if
MNU is an adaptation to our model of the algorithm given by Garay et al. in [7], for the problem of call admission, where
a call’s value is its route length.
We say packet p was rejected by packet q if q is the packet with maximal length in Sp , and p is rejected by the algorithm.
In case more than one such packet exists, we choose one of them arbitrarily. We will sometimes abuse notation, referring to
a packet as the set of its edges and to a set of edges as the set of intervals deﬁned by them. Assume the packets arrived in
the order p1, . . . , pk . We ﬁrst introduce some notation. For every 1 i  k, and every wave c, let Ac(i) be the set of packets
scheduled on c after the arrival of the ith packet. For every packet p ∈ Ac(i), let us denote the following:
• Scp – the set of packets preempted by MNU in order to schedule p (might be empty).• T cp – the transitive closure of Scp , i.e., T cp =
⋃
q∈Scp T
c
q . This set is deﬁned immediately after p arrives and remains
unchanged thereafter, since it only depends on packets scheduled on c which arrived prior to the arrival of p.
• Rcp(i) – the set of packets up to the ith packet, rejected by packets in T cp ∪ {p}.
• Icp(i) – the collection of all edges in the paths of packets in T cp ∪ Rcp(i) ∪ {p}.
Lemma 5. For every wave c, every i, and every p ∈ Ac(i),
Icp(i) ⊆
[
sp − φ|p|, tp + φ|p|
]
.
Proof. Clearly, the scheduling and preemption of packets on any wave c is of no consequence to packets scheduled on waves
other than c. We may therefore deal with each wave independently. Let c be any wave. We prove the claim by induction
on i. The claim trivially holds for i = 0. Assume the claim holds for i − 1. Let p be the ith packet that arrived. If c is not
eligible for p then the claim clearly holds, so assume c is eligible for p.
Assume ﬁrst that p is scheduled on c, and does not intersect any currently scheduled packet on c. In this case, for every
packet q ∈ Ac(i) other than p, Icq(i) = Icq(i − 1) and the induction hypothesis ensures the required result. For p we have
Scp = T cp = Rcp(i) = ∅, hence Icp(i) = {e|e is in p’s path}, and the claim trivially holds.
Assume next that p is not scheduled on c. Let q be the packet responsible for rejecting p. Hence q = argmaxw∈Scp |w|.
We need to show that p ⊆ [sq − φ|q|, tq + φ|q|]. Assume the contrary. Therefore p’s path contains a point to the left of
sq − φ|q|, or it contains a point to the right of tq + φ|q|. Since p was rejected because of q, clearly p and q intersect. Hence,
|p| > φ|q|, contradicting the fact that p was rejected because of q, and should therefore satisfy |p| φ ·maxw∈Scp |w| = φ|q|.
The last case to consider is the case where p is scheduled on c, and preempts the packets in Scp . We only need concern
ourselves with p, as for every packet q ∈ Ac(i) other than p, Icq(i) = Icq(i − 1). We will show that for every packet q ∈
Scp preempted by p, I
c
q(i − 1) ⊆ [sp − φ|p|, tp + φ|p|], which will complete our proof. Since q ∈ Scp , p and q intersect.
Furthermore, since q was preempted by p we have that |q|  |p|. One of the following must therefore be true: either
sp  sq < tp , or sp < tq  tp . In both cases we have [sq −φ|q|, tq +φ|q|] ⊆ [sp − (|q|+φ|q|), tp + (|q|+φ|q|)]. Since |p| φ|q|,
3 φ = 1+
√
5
2 .
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the lemma. 
We will use the above lemma, to analyze the performance of algorithm MNU.
Theorem 3.MNU is a (2φ + 1)-competitive4 algorithm for the problem of maximum network utilization, where φ denotes the golden
ratio.
Proof. An immediate consequence of Lemma 5 is the fact that for every wave c, every i, and every p ∈ Ac(i), |Icp(i)| 
(1+ 2φ)|p|. Intuitively, this means that by scheduling p we have lost at most a factor of (1+ 2φ) in the objective function
due to packets previously rejected or preempted to accommodate for the scheduling of p. Given a set of packets X , let
U (X) =∑p∈X |p|. Consider the set of packets O scheduled in some optimal solution. Denote by M the set of packets that
MNU schedules. Every packet in the sequence contributes its edges to at least one set Icp(n), for some wave c, and some
p ∈ Ac(n) (since every packet is either scheduled, or was rejected or preempted). In particular every packet in O contributes
its edges to at least one such set. We therefore have
U (O )
∑
wave c
∑
p∈Ac(n)
∣∣Icp(n)
∣∣

∑
wave c
∑
p∈Ac(n)
(1+ 2φ)|p|
= (1+ 2φ)U (M)
which completes the proof of the theorem. 
Baruah et al. [5] present a lower bound of 4 for a problem of online task scheduling on a single machine, which applies
to our model as well. It follows that any deterministic algorithm for our problem cannot have a competitive factor better
than 4.
3.2. Arbitrary weights
Clearly algorithm MNU appearing in Section 3.1 is guaranteed to produce a schedule which is within a factor of
(2φ + 1)β = O (β) from an optimal schedule. A lower bound of Ω(β) for arbitrary weights follows from a lower bound
for the problem of online task scheduling on a single machine, appearing in [5]. It follows that algorithm MNU has the best
competitive ratio one could hope for, up to a constant factor.
4. The ring topology
Our results readily extend to a ring network topology. To see this, notice that our algorithms for a linear network
compute a packing of the packets on the waves. We therefore need only present an appropriate notion of waves for a ring
topology, which we call ring-waves. Given these waves, our algorithms can be adapted in a straightforward manner to the
ring topology.
A ring is characterized by an underlying digraph G = (V , E), where V = {0, . . . ,n − 1} and E = {(i, i + 1 mod n) | 1 
i  n − 1}. In the linear topology, we have an unbounded number of waves, each of ﬁnite length deﬁned by the size of
the network. In a ring topology, however, we have a ﬁnite number ring-waves, deﬁned by the size of the network, where
each ring-wave is of inﬁnite length. Every ring-wave is speciﬁed by sequence of pairs (t, j), where t represents a time step,
and j represents a node in the network. Ring-wave i corresponds to the set {(t, j) | t − j + i = 0 mod n}. See Fig. 3 for an
illustration of the ring waves for a ring of size 6.
5. Discussion
We have presented the ﬁrst online algorithms for the problem of bufferless time-constrained scheduling of packets in
a linear network. These results extend to the ring topology as well. For the problem of maximum throughput, i.e., when
packets have uniform weights, our algorithm achieves a competitive ratio of O (min{logα, R}), where α is the ratio between
the longest and shortest path lengths a packet has, and R is the number of different lengths of packet paths appearing in the
input sequence. We additionally show that no online deterministic algorithm can achieve a competitive ratio better than 2
for this setting. We present a constant competitive algorithm for the problem of maximizing network utilization, where the
weight of each packet is its length. For the case of arbitrary packet weights we give an algorithm with competitive ratio
4 2φ + 1 ∼ 4.236.
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represented by a dotted line.
O (β), where β is the ratio between the maximum and minimum weight-to-length ratios. Our algorithms for these cases
are optimal up to a constant factor.
It would be interesting to try and close the gap between the upper and lower bounds for the problem of throughput
maximization, as well as to see how rescheduling can effect the performance of such algorithms.
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